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Philemon 4-7 Grammatical Layout

I thank my God              (Main Clause, Assertion, Paul is telling Philemon that he thanks God.)
    always,                         (Adverb, modifying thank, Paul is telling Philemon how often he thanks God.)
    making mention          (Participial phrase, modifying how I thank, Paul then moves on to describe that thanking more in depth.) 
                of you               (Prepositional phrase, modifying mention, Paul is thankful to God for Philemon.)
                in my prayers, (Prepositional phrase, modifying mention, Paul thanks God for Philemon through his prayers to God.)
    because I hear              (Dependent clause, Causal, Paul then moves on to explain why he is thankful to God for Philemon.)
                   of your love,   (Prepositional phrase, modifying hear, Paul's thankfulness is caused by hearing of Philemon's love.)
            and of the faith     (Prepositional phrase, modifying hear, Paul's thankfulness is also caused by hearing of Philemon's faith.)
                             which you have    (Dependent clause, Relative, Paul is thankful, not just generally for the love and faith, but what 
Philemon has them in relation to.)
                                               toward the Lord Jesus,   (Prepositional phrase, modifying have, Paul is thankful that the love and faith are 
manifested to Jesus.)
                                        and toward all the saints;      (Prepositional phrase, modifying have, Paul is also thankful that that love and faith is 
also manifested toward all of the saints.)

and I pray that the fellowship of your faith may become effective  (Main Clause, Assertion, modified by dependent clause, purpose/result, 
The reason that Paul is praying is so that his fellowship may produce action; there is a purpose and a result in mind.)
                through the knowledge of every good thing (Prepositional phrase, modifying effective, Paul is explaining here that it will 
become effective through knowledge of every good thing.)
                                      which is           (Dependent Clause, Relative, Paul then explains about that knowledge.)
                                                 in you    (Prepositional phrase, modifying is, This knowledge is already in him)
                                                 for Christ's sake. (Prepositional phrase, modifying is, The purpose of the knowledge is to be used for Christ's 
glory, it is not there just for the sake of knowledge, but to be used for Christ.)

For I have come                     (Main Clause, Assertion, Paul has been changed and affected by love and faith of Philemon.)
    to have much                      (Infinitival phrase, Paul has not just been affected, but greatly affected.)
           joy                                 (Noun, Joy has been produced in Paul by Philemon's love and faith.)
   and comfort in your love,    (Noun modified by prepositional phrase, Comfort has been produced in Paul specifically through Philemon's 
love. )
     because the hearts of the saints have been refreshed through you, brother.  (Dependent Clause, Causal, Paul's joy and comfort are 
caused by the refreshment of the saints which was caused by Philemon.)



Create a mechanical/structural layout of Philemon 4-7 using the principles given on the handout entitled "Grammatical Context 1" (recall the sample 
given to you in class from Romans 12:1-2 to assist you in completing this assignment). 

Only main clauses belong on the far-left side of the page.
A clause always contains a subject and a verb. 
Phrases, on the other hand, may be participial (ING), infinitival (TO), or prepositional (Preposition). They do not contain a subject and a verb.

Once you have created your mechanical layout, label each line according to grammatical form (e.g. prepositional phrase, main clause, dependent clause) 
and function (e.g. temporal, locative, relative, purpose, cause, comparison).  Then give a brief explanation of how this line fits into the context of the 
passage (e.g. "Always" adverb, modifies "thank." Paul tells Philemon how often he is thanking God for him and the others at the church which meets in 
Philemon's house.). 


